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About This Game

Keep your defense up and kill zombies in one of the best first-person shooters, DEAD TARGET VR. Can you figure out the
key to survival?

One year after the operation Apocalypse of betrayer CS Corporation who had got the whole city infected with zombies in 2040,
they now are facing their own doom. Their technology had made too powerful zombies to keep under control. An outbreak from
their Bio Lab once again turned the whole island into a big nest of the living dead. CS Corporation flee away leaving their base

as the only haven among hell.

You and agent M again will be the heroes who are going to save the day in Dead Target: Zombie Intensified. Your new mission
is to purge this city and bring back peace for the surviving inhabitants. But beware! Zombies are now faster, much bigger and

much more intensive! Think twice before you go in. Consider 10 times dangerous than last year.

DEAD TARGET VR: Zombie Intensified is an FPS game where you can:
- Kill zombies in with epic weapons

- Upgrade weapons and gear to face the upcoming zombie waves
- Experience 3D shooting as a zombie hunter

- Slay zombies of all types when you set your nerve to the highest level

DEAD TARGET VR FEATURES:

APOCALYPSE – CAN YOU SURVIVE?
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- Dead Target is a best FPS game where huge waves of zombies come to you as tsunami
- Kill zombies before the invasion comes toward you

ZOMBIES
- Zombies come in many forms with various killing abilities

- Some zombies can be extremely infected with the virus
- Shooting at the head is not always the best way to kill – think like a sniper before deciding to shoot

WEAPONS & GADGETS
- Multiple weapons – Kill with a rifle, shotgun, machine gun, grenade launcher and more

- Unlock guns when you finish missions and improve your strength to become a true killer
- Discover combat moves using various guns

- Shoot zombies with the right boost to become a terminator on the battlefield

QUESTS & ACHIEVEMENTS
- Shooting zombies lets you complete quests to collect the stars and unlock more cool items

- Shoot zombies so you can be the last one standing
- Weird achievements are always the highest paid

BATTLE ON DIFFERENT MAPS
- Prevent zombies from escaping while defending the breached frontlines

- A precise shot can trigger an explosion that can save you at the right time

EPIC EFFECTS
- Enjoy 3D graphics with realistic lighting to present the infection of zombie

- Guns have different sound effects to represent their real-life versions

Can you survive the zombie apocalypse? Kill zombies and protect the frontlines in the best FPS VR game, DEAD TARGET
VR. Download now to start shooting zombies.
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Title: DEAD TARGET VR: Zombie Intensified
Genre: Action
Developer:
VNG CORP
Publisher:
VNG CORP
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 (32/64-bit)/Vista/XP

Processor: 1.7 GHz Processor or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Version 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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It plays a lot like the zombie shooter 'rpg' games on cell phones. Not a bad experience, but a bit of a basic one. It's cheap
though!
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